**Sensafloat™** is a unique water support aid, designed to facilitate relaxation and movement in water. It has applications for children and adults across the whole spectrum of special needs.

### Benefits include:

- **FUN**
- **SAFETY**
- **RELAXATION**
- **EXERCISE**
- **CONFIDENCE**
- **THERAPY**

**Sensafloat™** offers a unique exercise experience. It allows the user to relax and enjoy the sensation of floating on water, while reciprocal support encourages self initiated movement. It allows the user to have fun while developing confidence, independence, aquatic skills and spatial awareness. High motivation increases therapeutic value, as the user is keen to play on it again and again!

### TRAINING:

Training workshops are available from 'Rebound Therapy.org' to enable you to help your students gain maximum benefit from this product. For further information, please e-mail Hydro@reboundtherapy.org

**Sensatube™** also available, designed for those developing a little more confidence in water. Allows a further step towards independence. Students can use one or more Sensatubes, reducing the number as confidence increases.
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